, and for optimization of neuron arbors (3, 4) , but to orders of magnitude finer optimality (5, 6) . Computer searches of all of the tens of millions of alternative possible roundworm ganglion placements indicate that the actual layout of the nematode requires the least total wirelength for the nervous system's one thousand connections. On the model of these worm ganglion searches, we have worked out methods for optimality searches of layouts of cerebral cortex areas: To avoid difficulties of wirelength measurement, a more manageable adjacency cost was calibrated as a surrogate. To detect optimization of subnetworks when the complete network is inacessible, and to distinguish local from larger-scale optimization mechanisms, a Size Law was articulated (7) .
We present evidence that the cortex areas appear optimally placed, down to the limits of present computing resources. If these types of results are confirmed, they constitute a predictive success story of recent quantitative neuroanatomy. This is a much finer degree of neuro-optimality than previously reported (e.g., 3, 5, 6) . We have also analyzed non-neural networks--a benchmark computer microchip, and macroeconomic Cherniak et al 4 patterns among U.S. states--as a calibration of these methods.
Some chip layouts minimize connection costs better than chance, but worse than the cortex layouts. The economic network performs even better than the cortex, but apparently only via simple local processes.
Component placement optimization (also characterized as a quadratic assignment problem) has been a research focus in computer science for design of large-scale integrated circuits (8, 9) . Briefly defined, the problem is: Given connections among a set of components, find the spatial layout of the components that minimizes total connection costs. This task, like many other network optimization problems (e.g., Travelling Salesman), is NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hard).
The formal concept of NP-hardness, and the related concept of NPcompleteness, need not be defined here (10, 11, 12) ; they have long been conjectured to be linked with a problem being intrinsically computationally intractable--i.e., not generally solvable without exhaustive search of all possible solutioncandidates.
Of course, a cerebral cortex is vastly more complex than the 300-neuron C. elegans nervous system; it is also molded by experience much more extensively. And, even when connections are reported between two cortex areas, connection lengths and densities are usually not available. In addition, the twodimensional cortical sheet is intricately folded, so that measuring distance between two areas becomes a three-dimensional problem. Observing the actual course of an axon bundle in the Cherniak et al 5 white matter is yet another layer of difficulty. Finally, widespread axonal bifurcation of corticocortical connections in cat and monkey visual systems has been reported, with estimates of branching ranging above 30% for some populations of projecting neurons (13) . Such a bifurcation can save around 10% of the corresponding length of two separate connections (14, 4) .
However, cerebral connection compendia only describe links between pairs of areas (15, 16) ; they therefore cannot systematically represent these branchings, and so remain inaccurate as a basis for computing wirecosts. Is optimization still discernable through so many barriers?
Adjacency Rule Costing
The adjacency rule is, If two components a and b are connected, then a and b are adjacent. Two components are adjacent if immediately contiguous topologically (as are, e.g., U.S.A. and Canada). The rule is a candidate for a network wireminimizing heuristic (17) ; in fact, it is also extensively confirmed for macaque and cat visual cortex areas, rat olfactory areas, and C. elegans ganglia (1, 2, 18, 19) . Conformance of a cortex layout to such a "myopic" adjacency rule is much more feasible to compute than its total wirelength cost: Just compare interconnections and contiguities of the layout's areas, and score how many rule-violations occur. (For example, in Table 1 below, the seventh row "VOT" is {0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0}; it adds 2 to the total cost of the actual layout, since two areas are connected (i.e., value greater than 0) but not adjacent (i.e., Table S7 ).) 
Size Law
So, the first provisional conclusion is that very good adjacency performance is indeed worth examining as a feasible, surrogate index of connection-optimization for layout of cortical areas. Another difficulty is that cortical connection and adjacency information is not complete: For macaque (15) optimality-measure is conformance of the system to the adjacency rule (2). (16 and 17-element sets were each compared only with random samples of 10 9 alternative layouts.) (A) The system of components is 17 contiguous macaque visual cortex areas as in Fig. 3 , with connections and adjacencies as in Table 1 , and order of successive elements added as in Table 1 Table S2 .)
The 
Metamodule Grouping
Of course, exhaustive search of all 57! alternative layouts of the 57 Brodmann areas of cat cortex (= 4 x 10 76 layouts) would be cosmically unfeasible (2, 24) . Another sampling strategy is instead to unite and conquer: Cluster the Brodmann areas of the actual layout into groups of topologically contiguous components, then search the smaller set of alternative placements of these locked-down "meta-modules" (see Table S3 ). This strategy is based upon a Metamodule Conjecture:
If a set of connected components is optimally placed, then a set of metamodules, each consisting of a subset of those components in the same positions, is also optimally placed. Law trend here constitutes further convergent support for the basic cortical optimality conclusion.
Non-Neural Networks
As a further calibration of the methods here, we analyzed connection optimization of two types of non-neural systems: a computer microchip, and macroeconomic commodity-flow networks.
The chip was AMI49, the largest of the set of MCNC microcircuit benchmarks (31), which contains 49 blocks or modules--comparable to the number of functional areas in one cortex hemisphere. We studied three AMI49 layouts of fully automatic design, with costs analyzed (see Table S4 ). Again, placement of the interconnected areas was evaluated for how well total interconnection costs-- Table S4 ). Optimality-measure is conformance of the system to the adjacency rule, with a layout The macroeconomic system studied was U.S. states (see Fig.   S9 ). The "connection"-cost to be minimized was combined "export + import" commodity flow (in U.S. $) between non-adjacent units.
(Since nearly all cells in the matrices have non-0 values, economic transactions above a threshold were analyzed, with cutoff set here to yield approximately the same connectivity density as for macaque and cat cortex above; see Table S7 .) Table S5 ). We similarly analyzed as pilot data European international commodity flow among 8 countries Law. On an assumption that the more realistic the modeling, the more optimal a network should appear, these trends further confirm the optimality assessment.
The convergent set of "best of all possible brains" results reported here (see Table S6 ) raises the issue, Are complete mammal cortex layouts in fact optimal, as the total C. elegans ganglion layout appears to be? As for minimum-volume neuron arbors (4), optimal cortex may be just an initial plan that can be modified and elaborated. Natural next questions arise about optimization mechanisms, for instance, direction of causation--from connections to positioning, or vice versa, or both.
Although the point should be interpreted with some care, each of the cortex systems analyzed here shows better goodness of fit to an "If connected, then adjacent" hypothesis than to the converse hypothesis. (The test consists of comparing, for each actual layout (see Table S7 ), its number of counterexamples to "If 
